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Abstract
This article deals with the integration of multicasting in Diﬀerentiated Services (DiﬀServ) networks. We shortly
introduce the main problems and the research activities in this area, in order to deﬁne the problem and give a clear
picture of the current state-of-the-art. Then, we propose a solution, which provides the multicast functionality and conforms to the DiﬀServ architectures basic principles. The main idea is to extend the typical DiﬀServ components to support multicast operations. We also present an algorithm for the calculation of the minimum-cost tree, which connects
the source with the destinations, taking into account the available bandwidth per service class. Important implementation issues are analyzed and it is shown how the whole architecture can be deployed. Moreover, we evaluate the proposed mechanism, using a number of experiments and simulation tests. Finally, we compare our framework with other
QoS provisioning schemes.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Multicast provides eﬃcient packet delivery to a
number of group members minimizing the total
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consumption of bandwidth [1]. The idea is, when
transmitting the same packets to r receivers, to
avoid creating r traﬃc ﬂows and create just one
ﬂow instead. The ﬂow will be replicated to the
nodes that guide to diﬀerent paths in order to
reach the receivers. This way, bandwidth economy
is achieved.
The integration of multicasting in DiﬀServ networks is not an easy task. The users require the
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traﬃc packets to be delivered with a certain
Quality of Service (QoS) level. The main problems arise because of the contrast in the basic
principles of DiﬀServ and multicasting. The basic
principle of the DiﬀServ logic is that the complexity and the state information involve only
the edge routers in a DiﬀServ domain [2]. The
ﬂows that enter a DiﬀServ domain are shaped/policed in the edges, according to the predeﬁned
Service Level Agreements (SLAs), while the core
nodes simply classify the packets according to
their IP header (DS byte) and forward them with
diﬀerent priorities. No state information per ﬂow
is kept in the core nodes and all the complex
functions are pushed to the edges (ingress and
egress nodes). On the other hand, multicast requires all the multicast capable nodes to store
information state per multicast group. The main
problems of multicast and DiﬀServ integration
are related to:
• Scaling problems, because of the per-group
information storage in all multicast nodes,
which comes in contrast with the statelessness
of the core routers in DiﬀServ.
• Receiver-driven QoS for multicasting, instead of
sender-driven QoS for the DiﬀServ architecture.
Within DiﬀServ the sender starts the QoS provisioning procedure, in the sense that the sender
(or the senders gateway router) marks the
packets with a speciﬁc Diﬀerentiated Services
Code Point (DSCP) determining the QoS level.
On the other hand, the procedure of QoS provisioning within multicasting is receiver-driven,
since initially the receiver joins the multicast
group requiring a speciﬁc QoS level.
• Resource management: Within multicasting, a
packet can be replicated once or more in several
nodes, creating this way a traﬃc distribution
tree. Within multicasting in a DiﬀServ domain,
the ingress router polices and shapes the incoming traﬃc according to the SLAs, without having complete knowledge of the multicast tree.
Therefore, the ingress router cannot foresee
the resources consumption in all the network
links. When a new receiver joins the multicast
group, the current multicast tree is extended
with a new branch, which connects the new

receiver to it. Hence, resources are also consumed in the links of this branch, without having been reserved, aﬀecting negatively the other
ﬂows, which have already reserved bandwidth.
This problem is known as the NRS problem
(Neglected Reservation Sub-tree) [3].
• Heterogeneous QoS: Within DiﬀServ, the sender
transmits packets with a certain DSCP code for
the DS byte, which determines the provided
QoS level, without considering the receivers
capabilities. On the other hand, the receivers
may require diﬀerent QoS levels. Therefore,
mechanisms should be foreseen for service differentiation to the tree branches.

2. State-of-the-art
Many researchers deal with the problem of the
integration of multicasting with DiﬀServ. The current solutions can be classiﬁed into three main
categories: (a) state-based, (b) edge-based and (c)
encapsulation-based. Unfortunately, all solutions
in these categories suﬀer from diﬀerent disadvantages and only solve the problems partially.
The state-based solutions require all the routers
(edge and core) to store state information per multicast group. The solutions of this category do not
scale well and also violate the basic principle of
DiﬀServ logic, which is the statelessness of the core
routers. The IETF-RFC by Bless et al. [3] proposes
such a solution. It focuses on the NRS problem,
but the proposed solution for supporting heterogeneous QoS is oversimpliﬁed. Another solution of
this category is included in the QUASIMODO approach [4]. QUASIMODO proposes extensions to
the PIM-SM [5] multicast model, with the use of
the GRIP (Gauge and Gate Reservation with
Independent Probing model), in order to oﬀer
dynamic resource allocation. QoS state (QoS/No
QoS) is also introduced for supporting heterogeneous QoS. The authors of [6] deal mostly with
the NRS problem and receiver-driven QoS. They
propose the DAM (DiﬀServ Aware Multicasting)
solution. Their approach is based on weighted
traﬃc conditioning, receiver-initiated marking
and heterogeneous DSCP encapsulation. The
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weighted traﬃc conditioning technique reserves
bandwidth by overestimating the bandwidth consumption on the links, based on the traﬃc ﬂows
that enter and the number of copied ﬂows that
leave the domain. Even though the SLAs are never
violated within this approach, the reserved bandwidth may never be consumed.
Li and Mohapatra have presented another
state-based solution: the QMD (QoS-aware Multicasting in DiﬀServ Domains) multicast routing
protocol [7]. Within their approach, the edge routers are supposed to know the exact network
topology and the available network resources for
each link. The ingress router calculates the multicast tree that connects the source with the receivers
utilizing a QMD-DIJKSTRA proposed algorithm.
The ingress nodes also need to maintain a Multicast Group Table (MGT), which contains records
with multicast group information. The ingress
node installs a multicast tree in the sense that speciﬁc core nodes are conﬁgured as key nodes to
maintain group information. The source sends
the data in unicast packets to the ﬁrst key node.
The key node replicates the received packets and
sends them to its children keys with simple unicast
transmission. Each key node replicates and marks
the incoming packets providing service diﬀerentiation to the tree branches. Our proposed solution
inherits the QMD solution concerning the unicast
transmissions. However, the QMD approach is
incomplete, as far as issues like admission control,
resource management etc are concerned, while it
also does not deal with all the multicast and DiﬀServ problems. Even though the QMD approach
moves complexity to the edges, it still demands
state information maintenance in some core
routers.
Within the edge-based solutions, the core routers are not multicast capable and the multicasting functions are limited to the edge routers. No
trees are built and no packet replications are performed in the core network. These operations are
only available in edge routers. Obviously the
bandwidth usage is not the most eﬃcient, since
no multicast is actually performed inside the DiﬀServ domain. The most typical algorithm of this
category is the EBM (Edge-Based Multicasting)
[8]. In EBM the packets are tunneled between
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the edge nodes, removing entirely the concept of
multicasting from the core network. The distribution tree is constructed utilizing the Edge Cluster
Tree algorithm, which provides heterogeneous
QoS routing.
The encapsulation-based solutions are based on
the extension of the IP header of the multicast
packets, in order to include the tree topology.
The routers parse the IP header and decide
whether to replicate the incoming multicast packet
or not, determine the number of copies and select
the proper DSCP value of the DS byte for each
copy. This approach does not scale well because
the IP header, and consequently the total length
of the multicast packet, increases proportionally
to the number of the receivers. In case there are
many receivers, the extra bandwidth consumption
from useless information grows signiﬁcantly,
reducing the algorithms performance. Moreover,
the routers CPU utilization increases because the
routers perform extra processing and complicated
calculations. The main representatives of this category are the DSMCast (DiﬀServ MultiCast) [9]
and the XCAST [10] protocols.
Taking into account the beneﬁts and weaknesses of the above three categories, we ended to
a solution, which we present to the following
paragraphs.

3. The proposed solution
In this paragraph we present our approach to
the integration problems of multicasting in DiﬀServ domains. The basic idea is to extend the functionality of the DiﬀServ components without
violating the basic principles of the DiﬀServ architecture, in order to provide multicasting.
The proposed multicast data forwarding is
based on a mechanism similar to the QMD (Fig.
1). The Bandwidth Broker (BB) is responsible for
the construction of the multicast tree. The problem
of the multicast tree construction can be described
as: Given a source and r receivers with speciﬁc
QoS level requirements, specify the nodes/links of
the DiﬀServ domain that can connect the source
with the destinations, without violating the available resources, consuming totally the minimum
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Fig. 1. Multicast equivalent with unicast transmissions. The
source sends packets to the key-node (red node) with unicast
transmission. The key-node replicates the received packets and
sends each copy to receivers A and B with unicast transmissions. (For interpretation of the references in colour in this
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

network resources. The source is the root of the
tree, while the receivers are the leaves. The idea
is to provide the multicasting functionality using
unicast transmissions between speciﬁc nodes of
the multicast tree. These key-nodes are the nodes
of the tree with more than one child-branch.
The basic components of a DiﬀServ domain are
the core routers, the edge routers (ingress and
egress), and usually a Bandwidth Broker, which
performs admission control functions. In our approach we keep this architecture, extending the
DiﬀServ components in order to perform multicast
functionality. We shortly report the new features
we added to these components:
• Core Router: A multicaster module is installed
in all the core (and edge) routers of the domain.
A multicaster receives unicast packets from its
parent (source or multicaster) and forwards
them to its children (multicaster(s) or receiver(s)). The multicaster sets the appropriate
DSCP to each copy before it sends it to the corresponding child. Moreover, the multicaster

may store the incoming packets for a time period (buﬀering mode), instead of immediately
transmitting the copies to its children nodes
(active mode). A multicaster module is launched
in each key-node. The execution or the termination of a multicaster is triggered by the reception of a speciﬁc signaling message, which is
sent by the sources neighbor edge router. More
than one multicaster may be running within a
router, if the router is a key-node for more than
one multicast groups.
• Edge Router: The edge routers function as intermediate components between the users (source
or destinations) and the BB. A user has to
notify its neighbor edge router when he wishes
to join or leave a multicast group utilizing the
IGMP protocol [11]. Edge routers also receive
transmission requests to multicast groups. All
the requests are forwarded to the BB. The edge
router, which is adjacent to the source, conﬁgures the multicast tree nodes (multicasters
launching/routing tables conﬁguration) by
sending signalling messages to the trees nodes.
Multicaster modules may be launched in any
edge router, if necessary. One is always
launched in the edge router, which is adjacent
to the source, even if this multicaster has only
one child-multicaster. The sources multicast
packets are captured by its neighbor edge router
and forwarded to the local multicaster.
• Bandwidth Broker: The BB knows the exact network topology and is able to calculate the available bandwidth for each link in the DiﬀServ
domain. For simple unicast transmissions, the
BB is informed about the ingress and egress
traﬃc by the edges and calculates the available
bandwidth (based on the exact network topology, the links of the path that the traﬃc ﬂow
traverses and the initial available bandwidth
for each link per service class). The BB also calculates the multicast trees and stores the
relevant information. The BB uses this information to calculate the bandwidth consumption on
the domains links during multicast sessions.
The multicast tree information is used to export
information for the exact path that the multicast packets will follow and the multicaster
nodes. The BB forwards this information as a
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multicast tree object to the sources edge router,
in order to install the multicast tree (i.e. to conﬁgure the routing tables of the tree nodes and
launch the multicasters in the key-nodes).
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3.1. Group membership

Group Address

19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
09
08
05
04

Type

03
02
01

Version

00

Table 1
IGMP version 1 packet format

06

07

Unused

3.2. Resource management
The traﬃc that enters a domain may be unicast or multicast. In case of unicast traﬃc, the
consumption of the bandwidth resources to the
domain links may easily be estimated. The ingress
node meters the unicast traﬃc and informs the
BB about the consumed bandwidth, the service
class and the destination of the packets ﬂow.
The BB keeps a topology table, which contains
all the domains links with the available bandwidth for each service class (Table 3). It calculates the path that the unicast traﬃc will follow
to reach its destination and subtracts the con-

IGMP Checksum

20

21

22

23

24

25

The receivers can request to join a multicast
group by sending an ‘‘IGMP Join’’ message to
their neighbor edge router. We propose the revision of the IGMP protocol for supporting service
diﬀerentiation with modiﬁcation of the ‘‘IGMP
Join’’ message adding a new ﬁeld for the required
DSCP byte for the IGMP version 2.
Alternatively, for IGMP version 1 (Table 1), the
‘‘Unused’’ ﬁeld of an ‘‘IGMP Join’’ message could
be used for the DSCP byte.
Once an edge router receives an ‘‘IGMP Join’’
message, it encapsulates it in a signaling packet
(e.g. UDP) and transmits it to the BB (Fig. 2).
The BB keeps a table, which contains the members
of each group with the required DSCPs (Table 2).
When a receiver leaves the multicast group, it
informs the edge router, which forwards the
(encapsulated) ‘‘Leave Group’’ message to the
BB. The edge router also sends periodically
‘‘IGMP Membership Query’’ messages to its subnet. If a group member does not reply with an
‘‘IGMP Join’’ message, the edge router will consider that the member has left the multicast group
and it will send a ‘‘Leave Group’’ message to the
BB.
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BB
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Fig. 2. Each time a user wishes to join a multicast group, he
sends an IGMP Join message to the nearest edge router. The
edge router forwards this message to the BB.

the Groups-Members table (Table 2). Then, the
BB ﬁnds the minimum-cost distribution tree utilizing an algorithm, which is based on the Dijkstra
Shortest Path algorithm [12] for the computation
of the shortest path between the source and the
destination. We present an innovative heuristic
algorithm for the Multicast Tree Calculation in
the following paragraph.
Furthermore, the edge routers notify the BB for
receiver events (‘‘Join/Leave Group’’) or source
events (‘‘Start/Stop Transmission’’). Hence, the
BB is able to re-calculate the multicast tree and update the ‘‘Links-Available Bandwidth’’ table.
The proposed architecture solves the NRS
problem, since the BB estimates the bandwidth
consumption on all links and therefore bandwidth
violations are avoided. Furthermore, our heuristic
algorithm that is presented in the next paragraph
provides a satisfactory solution to the tree optimization problem (Steiner tree problem) with bandwidth constraints.

Table 2
Groups-Members table in BB

3.3. The Multicast Tree Calculation Algorithm

Group

Members

224.24.56.12

147.102.7.45-AF11, 147.102.8.89-EF,
147.102.5.23-EF
147.23.34.23-BE, 147.102.7.89-EF,
147.102.7.12-BE

The Multicast Tree Calculation Algorithm
(MTCA) aims to produce the minimum-cost tree,
which connects the source with the groups members. Initially, the BB creates the cost table from
the ‘‘Links Available Bandwidth’’ table (Table
3); it assigns the NORMAL_COST value (e.g.
100) to a link, if the requested rate is less than
the available links bandwidth for the speciﬁc service class, otherwise it assigns the INFINITE_
COST value (e.g. 100,000) to it. For example, if
the source requests a 1 Mbps transmission rate,
the BB will create the Table 4 for the case of Table
3.
The BB classiﬁes the receivers into three classes
for each service class: Expedited Forwarding (EF),

224.25.23.12

Table 3
The BB keeps a ‘‘Links-Available Bandwidth’’ table for all the
domains links
Links

EF class
(Mbps)

AF class
(Mbps)

BE class
(Mbps)

A!B
B!C
B!D
C!E

2
0.1
1
2

1
1
0.2
1

3
5
3
2

sumed bandwidth for the paths links for the speciﬁc service class.
In case of multicast traﬃc, the user who wishes
to transmit to a multicast group sends a multicast
transmission request message to its neighbor edge
router, which then forwards the request to the
BB. The BB retrieves the group members from

Table 4
The BB creates a cost table for the domain
Links

EF Class

AF Class

BE Class

A!B
B!C
B!D
C!E

100
100,000
100
100

100
100
100,000
100

100
100
100
100
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Assured Forwarding (AF) and Best Eﬀort (BE).
Initially, the BB calculates the multicast tree for
the EF receivers and each link of the EF tree is
tagged with the EF DSCP. Then, it calculates the
multicast tree for the AF receivers, merges it with
the EF multicast tree, and the links of the AF tree
are tagged with the AF DSCP. Finally, the multicast tree for the BE receivers is calculated and it is
merged with the current tree. Please note, that the
tags of the tree links determine the QoS level for
the trees branches and are given as input to the
multicasters in order to mark the replicated packets properly. The algorithms steps are analyzed
below:
• The shortest path is calculated for each destination, utilizing the Dijkstras algorithm. The cost
table gives the link costs. The selected path will
not contain links that do not have the required
available bandwidth. If the shortest path contains a link with cost equal to the INFINITE_COST, the receiver will be removed to
a lower service class (except from the BE receivers). For example, an EF receiver will be
removed to the AF receivers, if there is no path
to satisfy its bandwidth requirements for EF
traﬃc.
• The cost table is updated: The MIN_COST
value (e.g. 60) is assigned to the paths links
for all classes. The updated cost table will cause
the BB to prefer paths that contain links that
have already been selected in previous steps.
The selection of the MIN_COST value inﬂuences the produced multicast tree. Normally,
the total number of the links of the multicast
tree is decreased when the MIN_COST value
is lower than a speciﬁc threshold, which
depends on the network topology. However,
the maximum length of a path is increased for
MIN_COST values below this threshold.
• The selected path is merged with the current
tree.

3.4. Tree installation
When all the receivers are parsed, a multicast
tree object is constructed. Then, the BB encapsu-
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lates it in a signalling packet (e.g. ‘‘Tree Create’’),
sends it to the sources edge router, and updates
the tables with the available bandwidth for the
domains links. Once the sources edge router receives the multicast tree information, it installs
the multicast tree. Speciﬁcally, the tree installation
refers to the multicasters launching and the tree
nodes routing table update. Concerning the multicasters launching, the sources edge router sends
to the key nodes a message with the command:
Start multicaster m at UDP port portgi, with parent multicaster mp and children multicasters (mc1,
mc2, . . ., mcx) with the corresponding DSCPs
(DSCP1, DSCP2, . . ., DSCPx) for each child multicaster. On the other hand, the routing table of all
the tree nodes should be conformed to the tree
structure meaning that the multicast packets
should follow the paths that were deﬁned by the
BB, which are not necessarily the default/shortest
paths but deﬁnitely include the links with the required (bandwidth) resources. The routing tables
setup can be done by sending packets, which contain commands for routing table setup. We discuss the possible implementation methods in
Section 4.
Once the tree installation ﬁnalizes, the edge router returns to the source the ‘‘Multicast Reply
OK’’ message, in order to start the transmission
or send a ‘‘Multicast Reply NOT OK’’ in case of
failure (for example, if there are no group members). These messages are custom and can be easily
implemented (e.g. encapsulated in a UDP packet).
3.5. Data forwarding
If the source receives an aﬃrmative message
(‘‘Multicast Reply OK’’) from the edge router, it
starts the multicast transmission. The edge node
shapes/polices the incoming packets and forwards
them to the local multicaster. The local multicaster
sends one unicast ﬂow to each child-multicaster
with the proper DSCP. Similarly, each multicaster
replicates the received packets, sets their DSCP
byte and sends the packets to its children multicasters. Concerning the selection of the DSCP value, the multicaster assigns to each replicated ﬂow
(directed to a subset of receivers) the DSCP value
that corresponds to the highest service level for the
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receivers requirements (e.g. replicated packets that
travel towards an Expedited Forwarding (EF) and
a Best Eﬀort (BE) receiver will be marked with the
EF DSCP). The required DSCP value for each
unicast ﬂow is calculated within the multicast tree
calculation by the BB (see Section 3). This information is included in the multicast tree object that
is sent to the sources neighbor edge router.
Considering the example of Fig. 3, receivers A
and C require BE service, the receiver B requires
EF service and the receiver D requires AF11
service. The BB has constructed the tree: B !
{C, Receiver-D},
C ! {Receiver-A, G}
and
G ! {Receiver-B, Receiver-C}. This tree has the
minimum possible nodes. The links BC, CG and
GRecvB have enough available bandwidth for
EF traﬃc, the links BE and ERecvD have enough
available bandwidth for AF11 traﬃc and ﬁnally
the links CF, FRecvA and GRecvC have enough
available bandwidth for BE traﬃc. If a link does
not have enough available bandwidth, the BB
should select a diﬀerent path (for example, if BC
link is congested with EF traﬃc, the BB could
try the link BE with Router E as multicaster node),
which satisﬁes the bandwidth requirements with
the minimum cost. The source sends the packets

BB
source
Core

A

B

Edge

EF
Core

AF11

Edge
Core

D

C

E
EF

BE

Receiver D

Edge

Edge
F

G
EF

Receiver A

Receiver B

BE

Receiver C

Fig. 3. QoS heterogeneity (multicaster modules run in the red
nodes). (For interpretation of the references in colour in this
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

to the edge router B. The ingress router (B) (which
is also a multicaster node) polices the incoming
traﬃc and forwards it to router C (multicaster-C)
and to Receiver-D. The ﬂow towards router C is
marked with the EF DSCP, while the ﬂow towards
Receiver-D is marked with the AF11 DSCP. Multicaster-C creates two unicast ﬂows: one ﬂow with
BE DSCP goes to Receiver-A and a second ﬂow
with EF DSCP goes to router G. Similarly, the
multicaster in router G (multicaster-G) sends one
ﬂow to Receiver-B with EF DSCP and one ﬂow
to Receiver-C with the BE DSCP.
The QoS provisioning is receiver-driven since
the receivers declare their QoS requirements before
joining the group. Furthermore, QoS heterogeneity is achieved since the multicasters are able to
re-mark packets with the proper DSCP.
3.6. Tree maintenance
The statelessness condition for the core network
is satisﬁed, since no state information is maintained in the core nodes in the sense that multicasters are simply launched in the core network with
the proper arguments by the BB, without maintaining this information (e.g. no timers are started,
no callback functions are included waiting for
‘‘new arguments’’ events, no synchronization functions are included in order to update the state
information etc). The necessary groups information is maintained exclusively by the BB. In case
of multicast transmission termination, the source
sends a ‘‘Terminate Transmission’’ message (e.g.
a custom message encapsulated in a UDP packet)
to its neighbor edge router. The edge router then
informs the BB, in order to update the bandwidth
tables and the multicast groups information. The
BB identiﬁes each multicast session by the group
multicast IP address and the source IP address
(G, S). Note that multicasters automatically die if
no packets are received in a speciﬁed time period
(e.g. 10 s).
When a receiver joins/leaves the multicast
group, the BB will recalculate the multicast tree,
in order to include/exclude him. Theoretically,
the new tree could comprise of totally diﬀerent
multicasters. However, in case of a ‘‘Join Group’’
event, this is avoided because the BB parses the
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new receiver after all the others (receivers with the
same QoS requirements) during the multicast tree
calculation procedure. Hence, the new path that
guides to the new receiver will be merged with
the current sub-tree. This way, the modiﬁcations
of the multicast tree structure are minimized.
Once the BB has updated the multicast tree, it
sends the new multicast tree object to the sources
edge router, which re-installs the multicast tree
‘‘from scratch’’. A new multicaster may be
launched in a key-node where an old one is already
running, using, of course, a diﬀerent UDP port for
the reception of data packets. Note that these
UDP ports are also assigned by the BB, which is
also aware of the available UDP ports for all the
domains routers. For the feasibility of this operation, we propose the reservation of a UDP ports
area exclusively for the multicasters operation.
Once the updated tree is installed, the sources
edge router updates the children of the local multicaster (tree switch). This switch (from the current
tree to the new one) is done instantly. The idea of
re-installing the tree seems ‘‘greedy’’ concerning
the number of the required signaling messages.
However, it is simple to implement, the source
and the current receivers are not inﬂuenced from
‘‘Join/Leave Group’’ events and packet losses are
avoided.
After the tree switch, the old tree becomes dangling because no data packets are transmitted
through it. However, a dangling multicaster automatically dies as it was mentioned earlier.
3.7. Inter-domain multicasting
Our proposal can be extended to support interdomain multicasting. Let us consider the case that
the source and the receivers are located in diﬀerent
DiﬀServ domains. One BB administers each domain with the functionality that was discussed in
the previous paragraphs. Moreover, the BBs can
communicate with each other.
Each BB knows the groups that the users of its
domain have joined. When a source sends a message for multicast transmission request, the BBs
communicate with each other, in order to discover
which domains contain receivers for the speciﬁc
multicast group. For the BB that administers the
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sources domain, the problem is deﬁned as: Find
the best multicast tree to connect the source with
the N  k local receivers and the l egress routers
that guide to the networks of the k remote receivers (l 6 k). For a BB that belongs to an intermediate domain the problem can be deﬁned as: Find
the best multicast tree to connect the ingress node
(which is boundary with the sources network)
with the N 0  k 0 local receivers and the l 0 egress
routers that guide to the networks of the k 0 remote
receivers (l 0 6 k 0 ). The problem is degraded to n
single-domain problems for the BBs that control
the related domains. Each BB calculates a partial
distribution tree, taking into account the available
local resources and the local group members. Furthermore, the functionality of a boundary routers
pair (between two neighbor domains) is similar to
that of the source-edge router pairs, where the
egress boundary node plays the role of the source,
while the ingress boundary node plays the role of
the sources neighbor edge router.
However, in the case of many interconnected
domains, which are not serially connected, the
problem is not simple and new issues should be
considered. A BB has information only for its domain. Hence, the BB cannot take into account
information from the other domains (for example
the available bandwidth per link) for the selection
of the egress routers that guide towards the remote destinations. Ideally, the BB should avoid
‘‘overloaded’’ domains. Furthermore, the BB is
not aware of the overall network topology. Therefore, the BB cannot make eﬃcient selection for
the egress routers and the achieved bandwidth
economy is not the optimal. The problem could
be solved with a hierarchical approach. An overall BB, which communicates with all the BB,
could provide to the BBs the required
information.

4. Implementation issues
Concerning the realization of the architecture
we presented in this article, we have already proceeded to the implementation of the BB. The
implemented BB module acts as a server, which
receives ‘‘Join/Leave Group’’ and ‘‘Start/Stop
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Transmission’’ requests by the edge routers for a
multicast group, calculates the multicast groups
tree, sends the multicast tree object to the sources
edge router and keeps/updates the available bandwidth tables. The BB keeps information for more
than one multicast group and communicates with
the edge routers via TCP connections.
Within our proposed framework the required
operations are balanced between the edge routers
and the BB. Comparing the extended BB presented
in this paper with a conventional one, the BB additionally undertakes the multicast tree calculations
and keeps the necessary information for the multicast groups. On the other hand, the edge routers
perform the multicast tree installation. These
tasks assignment is justiﬁed considering that the
BB handles all the multicast groups in the domain
and therefore we should prefer to assign jobs to the
edge routers instead of overloading the BB. However, obviously in case of huge networks and many
multicast groups with many receivers per group,
the BBs performance will drop signiﬁcantly. In
such a case, more BBs could be used instead of
one, with a central BB that redirects the tree calculation requests to the rest BBs, thus sharing this
way the working load. The central BB will manage
the tables and current copies of the tables could be
passed to the other BBs. Within this approach, the
main goal is to achieve synchronization, meaning
that each BB must have the correct/updated information at any moment. The solutions complexity
increases while the number of the BBs increases.
The scalability issue and the limitations are analyzed using simulation tests in the following
paragraph.
Regarding the multicast tree installation procedure (routing table conﬁguration and multicasters
launching), three methods are considered: (a)
SNMP-based method, (b) encapsulation-based
method and (c) Active Networks (AN)-based
method. In [13] we discuss these methods in detail
and evaluate them in terms of bandwidth and time
consumption. Within this paragraph, we brieﬂy
highlight the logic of each method.
Within the SNMP-based method, the sources
edge router utilizes the SNMP protocol to conﬁgure one by one all the trees routers. This method is
simple and easy to implement but has low perfor-

mance in terms of bandwidth and time
consumption.
The encapsulation based method is similar to
the encapsulated based one that refers the multicast data delivery in DiﬀServ domains (see Section
2). Within this method one signaling packet that
carries the multicast tree object traverses the multicast tree (it is separated in key-nodes). Speciﬁcally, the IP header of the packet is extended
with the multicast tree object. Each node parses
the IP header of the packet, in order to retrieve
the conﬁguration command (if any) and to create/
send one or more signaling packet(s) if the current
node is a key-node. The IP header of the new signaling packets is updated (only the information for
the downstream sub-tree remains while moving towards the leaves of the tree). The same logic is explained in detail for the XCAST protocol in [10].
This method has greater performance than the
SNMP-based one, but it is more diﬃcult to
implement.
The AN-based method is based on the Active
Networks technology [14–16]. AN is a framework
where network elements are programmable. Programs can be injected into the network and executed by the network elements, in order to
achieve higher ﬂexibility and to present new capabilities. Active Networks can work in two diﬀerent
ways: users can preprogram selected network routers with customized code before running an application, or they can program data packets, which
then transport code to nodes along the way to
their destination. Ideally, all the routers of the domain should be active nodes. An active node may
be a Linux-based router that contains the Active
Engine (AE) module or a commercial router (e.g.
Cisco), controlled by a Linux machine that contains the AE. The AE module is fed with ‘‘active
packets’’ which contain Java source code and executes this code. Once an active packet traverses an
active node, it is redirected to the AE module. An
active packet is a UDP packet, which is identiﬁed
by an active node with the destination UDP port.
Within the AN-based method, an active packet is
sent from the sources edge router downstream.
Each node captures the active packet and executes
its source code. The source code may cause the
execution of a multicaster, the conﬁguration of
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the local routing table and the transmission of one
or more active packets downstream. This method
is similar to the encapsulation-based one concerning the signaling packets transmissions. The ANbased method has better performance than the
SNMP-based one, but worst performance than
the encapsulation-based one, due to the bigger
packet size (the active packet includes the active
header and source code).
Please note that the signaling messages (for any
method) should be marked with the EF DSCP.
Moreover, the BB should take into account the
small bandwidth consumption for the EF class to
the trees links during the conﬁguration procedure,
because of the signaling messages. We intend to
implement the tree installation mechanism using
the AN-based method. Speciﬁcally, we will utilize
the DINA active platform, which is still under
construction. DINA extends the ABLE active
platform [17–19] with new capabilities. The DINA
platform comprises of a set of brokers that perform management operations and provide the programmer with a powerful API for the brokers
utilization. Hence, the conﬁguration (e.g. routing
table conﬁguration) of an active node is easy, since
relevant DINA methods are available and the
programmer may use them, in order to create the
active code for the tree installation. An active
application for the conﬁguration of a single path
between two nodes is presented in [20]. The implementation of DINA is a task currently undertaken
by the CONTEXT IST project [21].

5. Simulation analysis and evaluation
We simulated the proposed architecture using
the network simulator ns-2 [22]. We performed
several experiments, in order to validate the per-
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formance of the whole architecture. Concerning
the network topology, we mostly utilized network
instances from the SteinLib library [23]. SteinLib is
a collection of Steiner Tree problems instances
that contains their optimal solution or the best
solution found so far. This information was used
in order to evaluate the MTCAs performance.
Please note that the experiments described in the
next paragraphs refer to the ﬁve networks selected
from the SP test-set of the SteinLib collection and
shown in Table 5, below, if not speciﬁed otherwise.
Moreover, we created custom network graphs
using the Waxman model [24]. The Waxman
model randomly distributes nodes over a rectangular coordinate grid. The Euclidean metric is then
used to determine the distance between each pair
of nodes. Two nodes are connected with a probability P(u, v) that depends on their distance:
P ðu; vÞ ¼ b  edðu;vÞ=ðLaÞ ;

ð1Þ

where d(u, v) is the distance from the node u to v, L
is the maximum distance between two nodes and a
and b are parameters in the range (0, 1).
A Microsoft Windows PC with CPU speed
1.4 GHz (Centrino technology) and 1024 MB
RAM memory was used for all the performed
tests.
5.1. MTCA performance analysis
Initially, we performed tests in order to study
the inﬂuence of the MIN_COST value on the tree
optimization problem. We performed the tests for
several network topologies and receivers. We deﬁne as optimal MIN_COSTopt values, the ones
that give multicast trees with the minimum number
of links. Our experiments showed that generally
there is a threshold value T for the MIN_COSTopt
values, which inﬂuences the path selection. The

Table 5
Five networks selected from the SP test-set of the SteinLib library
Name

Graphs nodes

Graphs edges

Receivers

Optimal no. of links

oddwheel3
antiwheel5
w13c29
w23c23
w3c571

7
10
783
1081
3997

9
15
2262
3174
10,278

4
5
406
552
2284

5
7
507
692
2854
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trees total cost is stable for MIN_COST values
greater than T. For MIN_COST < T, the total
cost is improved and is maintained the same for
all values of MIN_COST between MIN_COSTopt
and T. However, while the MIN_COSTopt values
provide trees with less total links, the length of
the longest path from the source to any destination
increases. Even though in some experiments the
algorithm calculated the same multicast tree for
all MIN_COST values, we observed the thresholds existence in most of the cases. The experiments showed that the thresholds value depends
on the network topology. Generally, we came to
the following conclusion for the T values:
T <

NORMAL COST
:
2

ð2Þ

The algorithm has better performance in dense
networks. Furthermore, the threshold T depends
on the order, in which the algorithm parses the
receivers. We changed the receivers order and
got diﬀerent threshold values. The threshold also
depends on the receivers position in the network.
Fig. 4 shows the results of two experiments, which
were performed using diﬀerent network topologies. Both networks comprised 40 nodes, randomly connected (Waxman grid). For each
network we performed the experiment for 4, 8
and 16 receivers, modifying the value of MIN_
COST. For each case, the Tree Optimization Success Ratio (TOSR) represents the percentage of the
theoretically minimum total number of the multicast trees links, ML, to the total number of the
multicast trees links, L:

8 Receivers

5.2. MTCA time analysis
MTCA utilizes the Dijkstras Shortest Path
algorithm for the calculation of the shortest path
between the source and each receiver. The running
time of the Dijkstra-SP algorithm (the version that
uses a Fibonacci heap for the storage of the vertices labels) is O(E + V log V), where E is the number of edges and V is the number of vertices.

16 Receivers

16 Receivers

100

100

95

95

TOSR

TOSR

4 Receivers

ML
 100%:
ð3Þ
L
Furthermore, we applied MTCA to the SteinLib instances for two cases of MIN_COST: (a)
MIN_COST = NORMAL_COST/2
and
(b)
MIN_COST = NORMAL_COST/5. MTCA was
applied to numerous subsets of the receivers. Initially, MTCA experiments included only the ﬁrst
receiver from the SteinLib network. Then, we increased the number of the receivers, by including
the next receiver and repeated the experiment.
The procedure was repeated and ended when all
of the receivers were included. The number of links
for the produced multicast trees appears in Fig. 5
(logarithmic scale for both axes).
The TOSR values for the SteinLib networks
(with the maximum number of receivers) appear
in Table 6. We see that MTCA has excellent performance for small networks, while the performance decreases for larger networks.
The experiments with random Waxman grids
conﬁrmed that our algorithm provides excellent
performance to the tree optimization problem,
since we had minimum TOSR values close to 75%.
TOSR ¼

90

4 Receivers

8 Receivers

90
85

85
80

80
0

10

20

30

40

50

MIN_COST

60

70

80

90

100

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

MIN_COST

Fig. 4. Selecting values for the MIN_COST below 33, the MTCA has the maximum performance (left), while for another network
(right) we should select values for the MIN_COST below 50 (NORMAL_COST = 100).
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MIN_COST=NORMAL_COST/5

MIN_COST=NORMAL_COST/2
10000

oddwheel3
antiwheel5
w13c29
w23c23
w3c571

1000
100
10
1

oddwheel3
antiwheel5
w13c29
w23c23
w3c571

1000

Links

10000

Links

13

100
10
1

1

10

100

1000

10000

1

10

Receivers

100

1000

10000

Receivers

Fig. 5. The number of links of the produced multicast trees for SteinLib networks (left: MIN_COST = NORMAL_COST/2, right:
MIN_COST = NORMAL_COST/5).

Table 6
TOSR values for the SteinLib networks
Name

TOSR (MIN_COST = NORMAL_COST/2) (%)

TOSR (MIN_COST = NORMAL_COST/5) (%)

oddwheel3
antiwheel5
w13c29
w23c23
w3c571

100
100
75
73
83

100
100
78
75
85

Moreover, the cost table is sorted alphabetically.
Since the (binary) search for a link requires
O(log E), the update of the cost table requires, in
the worst case, O(D Æ log E) for each receiver
(where D is the networks diameter). The merging
of a path with the current tree requires O(D)
(worst case). Please note that this time decreases,
as the network graph becomes denser. Summarizing, it is easy to see that the required time for
MTCA, in a graph with diameter D, V vertices,
E edges and r receivers is
Oðr  ðE þ V log V þ D log EÞÞ:

ð4Þ

We performed tests for several network graphs
(Waxman grids and SteinLib networks), in order
to measure the required time for MTCA.The tests
conﬁrmed that the calculation time increases,
while the number of receivers increases. Moreover,
the required time increases, while the networks
nodes/edges increase. The calculation time for the
SteinLib networks (logarithmic scale for both
axes) appears in Fig. 6.
We conclude that the required time for MTCA
is less than one second in normal cases (regarding
the number of group members), a few seconds in

case of larger networks, while one minute is required in extreme (huge) cases. We propose the
periodical calculation of the multicast tree, instead
of calculating it ‘‘on demand’’ each time a ‘‘Join/
Leave Group’’ event occurs. The period should
be selected considering the usual number of receivers and the total nodes of the network. Observing
Fig. 6, we conclude that a period of 10 s is satisfactory for most cases, while a period of 1 s should be
selected in case of small multicast groups. The networks administrator should proceed to statistical
studies concerning the number of receivers, in
order to adjust the period for well-known multicast groups (e.g. popular seminars using videoconference applications).
Please note, ﬁnally, that when a user requests to
join a multicast group, he will be able to join the
group after a time period, which is equal to the tree
calculation time plus the required time for the tree
installation procedure.
5.3. Core network processing load analysis
We also performed tests in order to study the
number of running multicasters during a multicast
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We also present the number of multicasters for
the SteinLib networks in Fig. 8.

100

Time (sec)

10

1
1

10

100

1000

10000

0.1

oddwheel3
antiwheel5
w13c29
w23c23
w3c571

0.01

Receivers

Multicasters

Fig. 6. MTCAs required time for SteinLib networks.
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5.4. Tree installation analysis
The performance of the tree installation procedure, in terms of time and bandwidth consumption, depends on the selected method (see Section
4). In [13], we prove that the mean required time
T enc for the tree installation and the bandwidth
consumption are minimized when the encapsulation-based method is used.
Speciﬁcally, the mean required time T enc is given
by
T enc ¼ ðh þ 1Þ  tenc
c þ

1

11

21

31

41

Receivers

Fig. 7. The running multicasters in four scenarios: ‘‘Join
Group’’ events occur with randomly selected receivers.

session. The experiments included ‘‘Join Group’’
events every 0.1 s and counting of the running multicasters. We observed that the number of multicasters increased proportionally to the number
of the receivers. The results from four tests in a
Waxman network grid (V = 100, E = 85) appear
in Fig. 7.

H IP  h Denc  C
þ
þ t ah ;
R
R

where h is the height of the multicast tree, tenc
c is the
mean required time for calculations at a tree node,
HIP is the length of the packet header (HIP = 46), R
is the transmission rate (e.g. 10 Mbps), Denc is the
length of the total multicast tree object, tah is the
mean required time for the conﬁguration of the
leaf node (h-node), and C is a factor that depends
on the tree structure (C < h).
We simulated the encapsulation-based method
considering that R = 10 Mbps for all links and
that Denc = r Æ 100, where r is the number of the
receivers. The tests showed that the T enc is in
the order of tenths of the second in case of
small and medium network graphs (see SteinLib networks), while T enc is a few seconds (less

10000

Multicasters

1000

oddwheel3
antiwheel5
w13c29
w23c23
w3c571

100

10

1
1

10

100

ð5Þ

1000

10000

Receivers

Fig. 8. The number of multicasters for SteinLib networks (MIN_COST = NORMAL_COST/2).
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than 4 s for the case of the w3c571 SteinLib
network).
In [13], we also prove that the total number of
bytes that are transferred to the network (mean
value) within the encapsulation-based method is
given by


Benc ¼ ðN  1Þ  46 þ IPL  DSNMP þ 4 ;
ð6Þ
where N is the number of tree nodes, DSNMP is the
mean length of the data part of an SNMP conﬁguration message (DSNMP  100) and IPL is the
internal path length of the tree. According to basic
tree theory, for random trees:
IPL ¼ OðN  log N Þ:

ð7Þ

Please note that the AN-based method has a
slightly worse performance than the encapsulation-based one, concerning both variables (time
and bandwidth), while both methods are signiﬁcantly better than the SNMP-based one.
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value. Moreover, simulation showed that the
tBB!ER increases while the number of the receivers
increases, but the tBB increases faster and therefore
we could always consider that
tjoin  tBB þ tinstall :

ð9Þ

The study for the tBB values appears in paragraph 5.2, while the study for the tinstall value appears in paragraph 5.4. We conclude that
generally tBB  tinstall and therefore we can consider that the join latency can be simpliﬁed:
tjoin  tBB :

ð10Þ

Please note that if more than one BBs are used
for the calculation of the multicast tree, the required time for the message exchange should be
added to (8).
The second implementation scenario is based
on periodical updates of the multicast tree by the
BB every T seconds. In this case, the join latency
is a random variable with mean value tjoin :
tjoin ¼

T
T
þ tBB þ tinstall  þ tBB :
2
2

ð11Þ

5.5. Join latency analysis
The join latency tjoin refers to the total time required for a new group member to start receiving
multicast data packets, counting from the moment
that the user requests to join the multicast group
through the IGMP protocol. We will consider
two cases that correspond to diﬀerent scenarios
of implementation.
In the ﬁrst case scenario, the BB updates the
multicast tree once it receives the encapsulated
‘‘IGMP Join’’ message from the sources edge router. The tjoin value is given by
tjoin ¼ tER!BB þ tBB þ tBB!ER þ tinstall ;

ð8Þ

where tER!BB is the required time for the transmission of the encapsulated ‘‘IGMP Join’’ message
from the sources edge router to the BB, tBB is the
required time for tree calculation by the BB
(MTCA), tBB!ER is the required time for the transmission of the multicast tree object to the sources
edge router, and ﬁnally tinstall is the required time
for the installation of the multicast tree.
Simulation tests showed that the tER!BB and
tBB!ER values are signiﬁcantly lower than the tBB

6. Comparison with other QoS provisioning schemes
The proposed framework deals with all the integration problems between multicast and DiﬀServ,
while all the others focus on one or a few of them.
Moreover, it is ﬂexible and extendable to solve
other integration problems related with multicast
(e.g. reliability issues, users mobility and multicast, etc.). For example, the framework can be extended with mechanisms for reliable multicast
provisioning considering that the multicasters are
able to keep copies of the received unicast data
packets and retransmit them in case of packet
losses. Comparing it with the edge-based solutions,
it is obvious, that our framework is more eﬃcient
concerning the bandwidth consumption. Within
the edge-based solutions multicast functions are
limited to the edge routers. Hence, in general the
constructed multicast trees are not optimal by default. On the other hand, our solution is more
complicated and requires the exchange of signaling
messages. However, the bandwidth overhead due
to the signaling messages is signiﬁcantly less than
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the total bandwidth consumption due to the ineﬃcient tree structure of the edge-based solutions.
Note that the bandwidth proﬁt decreases when
‘‘Join/Leave Group’’ events occur with high frequency because of the required signaling messages.
The edge-based solutions have better performance
only for the special case that the optimal tree
branches only in the edge routers and therefore it
is identical to the tree that is formed within the
edge-based method (for example: all the receivers
are located in the same sub-network).
Within the encapsulation-based solutions (e.g.
XCAST), the data packets include an extra header
for routing information and therefore the bandwidth performance is low. Moreover, the headers
size (and of course the total packets size) increases
proportionally to the number of the group members. Hence, these solutions are not scalable and
cannot be applied to multicast trees with many
receivers. Actually, the speciﬁcations of these solutions mention this problem and declare that they
can only be applied for multicast packet delivery
to a few receivers. Note that within our solution
the conﬁguration information is not included in
the data packets but in the signaling packets, which
are sent transparently once a receiver joins/leaves
the multicast group. Hence, within the encapsulation-based solution less bandwidth is consumed
than within our scheme only during the small period (comparing it with the total multicast session
period) of the tree installation procedure.
Comparing our scheme with the Bless solution
and the QUASIMODO, we can see that the trees
are not optimal due to the creation method: when
a new receiver joins the multicast group, a branch
is added to the nearest node of the current tree that
connects the receiver to it. After a number of join
group events, the constructed tree will deviate from
the optimal, while within our proposal the tree is
recalculated. Therefore, our method has better performance concerning bandwidth consumption,
even though less bandwidth consumption due to
signaling messages is achieved within these
schemes. Moreover, denial of service for a new
group member may occur even if there is a path between the source and the receiver with enough
available bandwidth resources for the required service class. Speciﬁcally, within these schemes, a

branch that connects the new receiver to the nearest
tree node is temporarily added and it is examined if
there are available resources for the speciﬁc path. If
not, the receiver is not served. Within our approach, the receiver always joins the multicast
group with the desired service level if there is at
least one path between the source and the receiver
with available bandwidth resources for the desired
service class. Moreover, if there is no path with the
available resources for the desired service level, the
user is served with lower QoS level instead of not
being served at all. Note that once a ‘‘Join/Leave
Group’’ event occurs, the multicast tree is recalculated ‘‘from scratch’’. Thus if there are available resources for the desired service class at that moment,
the user (that is currently served with lower QoS level than the desired one) will be served with the desired QoS level.
Even though our framework extends QMD,
however we do not inherit all of its features. The
main diﬀerence of our proposal with QMD is the
update of the multicast tree during the multicast
session. Within the QMD-DIJKSTRA algorithm,
a new branch is added to the current multicast
tree, when a new user joins the multicast tree,
while within MTCA the tree is recalculated to include the new group member. Even though, the
new branch is eﬃciently selected within QMDDIJKSTRA, the cost of the multicast tree is generally more than the one that is produced within
MTCA. Of course, the signaling requirements are
more within our framework, however the multicast
tree is cheaper in terms of bandwidth consumption
and therefore the main goal of bandwidth economy is achieved.
Finally, we consider that our solutions main
disadvantage, comparing it with the other
schemes, is the join latency. A new group member
has to wait until the updated multicast tree is reinstalled. However, we think that this is not critical
and the waiting time is too small to be annoying
for the new receiver.

7. Conclusions and future work
In this paper we presented an architecture that
enables multicasting in DiﬀServ domains. We in-
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serted multicast operations into basic DiﬀServ
components without violating the principles of
the DiﬀServ. The DiﬀServ logic requires statelessness for the core network, while the edge routers
and the Bandwidth Broker perform more complicated actions. Therefore, we moved the complicated multicast operations to the BB and the
edge routers. However, we injected multicaster
modules in core routers. Of course, this does not
violate the statelessness rule for the core network,
since the multicasters are independent of the DiﬀServ functionality of the core routers and, furthermore, they do not store information for the
multicast session. The BB keeps this information.
We achieved receiver-driven and heterogeneous
QoS inside DiﬀServ, utilizing the multicasters
under the BBs control. We also solved the NRS
problem by extending the BB capabilities, in order
to be able to estimate the bandwidth consumption
in all of the domains links. The BB is the component that calculates the multicast trees and therefore it can estimate the available bandwidth in
the domains links.
Moreover, we introduced a heuristic algorithm
for the Multicast Tree Calculation. MTCA aims
to solve the Steiner tree problem with the links
available bandwidth constraints. According to
the simulation experiments, MTCAs performance
is very high (TOSR > 80%). The main disadvantage of MTCA is the required time period, which
is analogous to the receivers number. However,
we believe that in the near future this will not be
a problem, as the computers CPU speed increases
rapidly. Furthermore, we analyzed the critical
Group Membership, Resource Management, Data
Forwarding, Tree Installation, Tree Maintenance
and Inter-domain Multicasting issues. We also
simulated the proposed architecture and we concluded about crucial MTCA parameters and the
behavior/performance of the architectures components. Finally, we compared our scheme with other
QoS provisioning ones. The important advantage
of our framework is the bandwidth performance,
which is actually the multicasts main goal.
Concerning MTCA, we intend to proceed further with more advanced theoretical studies utilizing Graph theory and compare it with relevant
algorithms (e.g. QMD-DIJKSTRA). We have al-
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ready implemented the BB and intend to fully
implement the proposed platform in order to evaluate it in a real network environment. Initially, we
need to investigate the tree installation issue in
order to end up with the most eﬃcient method.
Moreover, we intend to enhance the reliability of
our multicasting mechanism, by making multicasters able to keep copies of the received packets and
re-transmit them in case of packet losses. Finally,
we will study the case where the receivers (and
the source) are mobile and investigate possible
extensions to our framework for seamless handovers during multicast sessions.
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